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Game: The Red Dot Game
Developer: Self-Published by Shaun Bangay
Year: 2017
Platform(s): Mobile Android
Number of players: 2 to 8 players
Genre: Location-based augmented reality game; team; action; puzzle
Type of game: Mobile-phone based digital game
Curricular connections: Health and physical education; team building; collaboration; social wellbeing
Possible skills taught: Fundamental movement skills; physical activity (locomotion); spatial awareness;
collaboration; sharing; social and emotional learning (SEL)
Audience: 5 to 9 years old (primary school aged children)
Length of time: 5 to 30 minutes
Where to play: Outdoor environment or space with good GPS signal, preferably a flat field with limited
obstacles of at least 10 m × 10 m
Cost: Free
URL: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=deakin.augmentedgaming.reddot

SUMMARY
The Red Dot Game is an outdoor location-based augmented reality experience that runs on
smartphones, as shown in Figure 1. The game encourages young children to engage with the
environment and participate in increased levels of physical activity. Similar to the game of “tag” that
is played in a physical playground or park, The Red Dot Game provides a shared virtual space (a map
representing the play area) populated by numerous red dots that the players collect by physically
visiting their locations as represented on the map (see Figure 3). Active play, such as walking and
running (“locomotor and non-locomotor skills”), supports the development of motor skills (as
required in the “Healthy and Physical Education” learning area of the Australian Curriculum, 2017).
This can be encouraged by varying the way in which the red dots interact with the player and allowing
players to chase the red dots and/or be chased by the red dots. This variety of gameplay ensures that
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the game can be modified to meet the needs of varying ages, abilities, and learning/developmental
objectives. Key characteristics of The Red Dot Game is the integration of digital game play with the
physical environment, opportunities for direct human-human engagement during play, and flexibility
to repurpose the game to include in other learning experiences.

Figure 1. The Red Dot Game in use.

HOW TO USE THE GAME
The Red Dot Game is played on Android phones and uses the phone’s GPS; therefore, it is best played
in any outdoor area (for best GPS connectivity) of at least 10m × 10m. The game can be run with
2 to 8 devices. A score is kept for each game, showing the number of red dots collected, which
enables players to compete over who achieves the highest score. A teacher/facilitator needs at least
two phones to run a session of The Red Dot Game, with one phone acting as a game server to coordinate
play, as shown in Figure 2. The size of the gameplay area and nature of game players’ interactions with
the dots is managed using the game server and can customize the game environment for every game
session (see Figure 2). Once each of the participating phones has connected to the server phone, the
game session can be started. The visual representation of the playing field is shown to each player,
with red dots in the field relative to each player’s location, shown in black (see Figure 3). Players
move around the playground to collect red dots, and receive rewards via increased scores and audio
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feedback, which is audible to neighboring players. A basic game of Red Dot is easy for students to
understand with minimal to no instruction required.
The Red Dot Game can be used as a structured class activity or as a more free-form afterschool
game. Unstructured play encourages physical activity, fun, and social interaction using the game with
minimal supervision as a technology-enhanced version of tag. Structured play occurs when a teacher
sets a specific goal for the activity (“first to collect 10 dots,” “have one student navigate for a blindfolded peer by using map reading skills”). For instance, a session can focus on promoting physical
activity through chasing or avoiding dots. Players and teachers may build on the base game function
by agreeing on additional conditions for each gameplay session, such as getting student teams to
collaborate or compete, challenging students to collectively complete goals within a time limit, or
to collect dots while skipping/hopping. Teachers can have team members share a phone and swap
after every dot they find. The team-building aspects of the game can be incorporated into other
activities, such as exploring or navigating the surrounding environment. Students can develop team
coordination and problem-solving skills by marking out restricted zones in the playground requiring
players coordinate their movements to lure dots out to capture them. Primary school teachers have
found The Red Dot Game supports physical activity but is not identified as a “sport.” This can be a
benefit for all teachers, not just sports coaches or physical education teachers. Teachers noted game
can be “re-purposed” to support exploration of other classroom content, such as math or geography.
For example, score and dot counting can be used for number literacy.
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Figure 2. View of the server phone with game controls.
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Figure 3. In-game interface of The Red Dot Game.

TIPS & BEST PRACTICES
1. The game is not playable on computer, so students will need an Android tablet or mobile
phone that has a built in GPS to run the game.
2. The simplicity of the game allows for freedom in interpretation of gameplay, thus teachers
and children are encouraged to create entirely new uses of the game.
3. Each game can be led by either teachers or students and each game can have different goals
that match to the purpose of the activity. For example, achieving a high score introduces
competition that encourages physical activity. Collaborative game goals are also supported by
having players work together to clear an area in a particular order.
4. The game needs to be played outside in an open area large enough to support location
tracking and to avoid trip hazards.
5. To avoid overcrowding of a game player density should be controlled, with a least a 10 m × 10
m area for 2 players.
6. More space is desirable when greater numbers of players are present and also depending on
the activity and any additional goals of the game as defined by the participants (as outlined in
tip 2 and 3).
7. The game can be adjusted to support differing levels of physical ability. For example, with
mixed age groups, the older children, or those with highest scores, could be restricted to
walking.
8. Supervision of players is recommended to address the collision hazard posed by those
students who become so immersed in the augmented reality map that they become distracted
from their physical surrounds.
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RELATED GAMES & MEDIA
AR Pacman (https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-540-45233-1_16)
Ghost Hunt (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.SP9.GhostHunt)
Laser Tag (https://www.lasertag.com.au/)
Pokemon Go (https://www.pokemongo.com/)
Zero Latency (https://zerolatencyvr.com/)
Zombies! Run! (https://zombiesrungame.com/)
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